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Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. The Mars going direct in Virgo, 8:53 pm on Friday the 13, 2012, also Orthodox Good
Friday, also just before Passover ends, and I’m going to say that the Friday the 13 itself is a very
lucky day, the energies are quite favorable.
Mars going direct in Virgo is going to be interesting. Mars retrograde can produce more struggle I
think within the masculine energies. When it heads direct in very organized Virgo energy, it can
clear up communications but it can also, how do I want to say, start a kind of tedious process
regarding war.

So we are looking as a Spiritual Hierarchy to have Humanity participate in desires for peace. We
also have the Pluto retrograde in Capricorn right now which is bringing injustices up to the surface.
So while you are focused on justice, it also needs to be done with peace and non-violence, etc.
Alright then. So Mars direct on a personal level, within your own consciousness, can sort of light
the fire so to speak. In other words, you’ve been wanting to write that book or you’ve been
wanting to clean out that guest room or you’ve been wanting to start an exercise program or
whatever it is, this can be the fuel for you to move forward in an orderly manner.
It’s also good timing for things such as changing your health plan, maybe eating different food or
taking different supplements...
... we have a cat helping, pardon me. That was Sage. Apparently a bird flew toward him and that
was his jump down...
at any rate, use the energy personally in a very positive way. It can bring in a strong determination
for completion of anything that you focus it upon.
Alright, dear ones. As always, thank you and my love to you,
Djwhal Khul
Channeled by Rev. Terri Newlon
www.TerriNewlon.com
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